HOLDING THE SAX


PLACE THE FIRST THREE FINGERS OF THE LEFT HAND ON THE UPPER SECOND, FOURTH, AND FIFTH KEYS ON THE SAX AS SHOWN IN THE DIAGRAM TO THE LEFT. THE LITTLE FINGER CAN REST ON THE LARGE SET OF SPATULA KEYS. THE LEFT THUMB SHOULD REST ON THE STATIONARY THUMB REST ON THE BACK OF THE INSTRUMENT AS SHOWN TO THE RIGHT.

PLACE THE FIRST THREE FINGERS OF THE RIGHT HAND ON THE THREE LOWER KEYS OF THE SAX, AS SHOWN TO THE LEFT. REST THE LITTLE FINGER ON THE LOWER SPATULA KEYS. PLACE THE RIGHT THUMB UNDER THE THUMB REST, AS SHOWN TO THE RIGHT.
Making Sounds

The first aspect of playing the saxophone we’ll explore is forming the embouchure (the shape of the mouth) and creating a tone.

Roll your lower lip slightly over your bottom teeth. You don’t want to pull a lot of lip into the mouth — just enough to provide a cushion for the reed. Slide the tip of the mouthpiece about one half inch into your mouth, placing your teeth on the top surface of the mouthpiece. Form an embouchure by firmly closing the mouth in a circular shape around the mouthpiece.

Take a deep breath and blow. If you are lucky, you will produce a mid-range tone known as C sharp. Repeat this process while concentrating on keeping the cheeks in, rather than allowing them to puff out. Watch yourself in a mirror.

If nothing comes out, repeat the process several times blowing stronger. You may need to tighten or loosen your embouchure. If a high pitched squawk comes out, try blowing softer, possibly with a little less mouthpiece in your mouth. If you continue having difficulty producing a quality sound, try relaxing your mouth a bit and check your hand position to be certain you are not pressing any of the many side keys on the sax.

Next: Once you can produce a tone with consistency, repeat the process using the tongue to articulate, or “tongue” the notes. The articulation is created by striking the tip of the reed with the tongue using a “tah” stroke. You can practice this using just the mouthpiece without creating a tone.

The next several lessons will address articulation more thoroughly, so don’t worry if you have difficulty with it.
1. Let's get started by learning three notes: G, A, and B. Sustain each note at least three times. Work for an even and pleasing tone quality.

A guide to reading and understanding the fingering diagrams is included with the "Beginning Saxophone Fingering Chart."

This symbol is known as a fermata, and indicates a suspension in the time. Fermatas allow you to hold a note longer than it's indicated value.

Pronounce each tone with an articulation, or "tongue," as described in the "Making Sounds" portion of the lesson.
Exercises 2-5 should be performed in time (with a beat). Each whole-note should receive exactly 4 beats, followed by a whole-rest (4 beats of silence). It is important to practice maintaining good time. Play these exercises both with and without a metronome, always patting a foot to insure accuracy. When practicing with a metronome, vary the tempo between 60-90 beats per minute.
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